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We present explicit predictions of the statistical bootstrap model for inclusive single particle spectra in e+eannihilation. The distribution (w/atot.E) (do/p~dp) is found to beeome, for E 1> 3 GeV, a function only of the
secondary energy co, independent of the incident e+e- energy E.
The statistical bootstrap model [1,2] applied to
e+e - annihilation into hadrons [3] leads to predictions
which are quite striking and at the same time unambiguous, critical tests of the underlying picture:
the average energy per secondary is expected to become asymptotically constant, the hadron multiplicity
to rise linearly with the mass of the virtual photon
(assuming single photon exchange dominance). These
predictions appear to be specific of the statistical
bootstrap model and related considerations [4] ; they
are quite in contrast to what is expected from essentially all other theoretical schemes proposed so far [5].
Two further features make the statistical bootstrap
model (SBM) a particularly attractive candidate to
be tested by e+e - annihilation experiments presently
being carried out. The model was originally developed
for hadron-hadron interactions, and the only open
parameter, the ultimate temperature T o for hadronic
matter at rest, can essentailly be determined from
inclusive transverse m o m e n t u m distributions in
high energy hadron-hadron collisions, e.g. from 90 °
ISR data [6]. The use of these data not only provides
for e+e - annihilation a parameter-free numerical
description; it also predicts a very early onset of
asymptotic behaviour (Ee÷e- ~> 3 GeV) [3].
The aim of the present note is to present in
particular the numerical predictions of the SBM for
normalized inclusive single particle spectra at various
e+e - energies. These appear to be among the first
experimentally accessible quantities, and they
allow a test of the distribution both in total incident
energy and in the energy of the secondary.
The basis of the SBM is given (a) by the "statistical
assumption" that transitions are determined by level
densities alone (i.e., that all possible exclusive states

contribute equally and with random phases to a given
inclusive state), and (b) by the "bootstrap condition"
requiring the level density of a hadronic system to be
the same as the mass spectrum of its constituents. For
further details we refer to ref. [3] and state here only
the essential result: the level density r(M) for a hadronic
system of mass M is given by [7]

r(M)= ~1=1 glB'-I

d3pi (f~u1 Q)Q
finl l~pio
'4 t9/--

'

2=M~ (1)

where the parameter B is determined by the ultimate
temperature T O and the mass m of the secondary

2zrmBkToKl(m/kTo)

= 2 ln2 - 1

(2)

(k denotes the Boltzmann constant, K 1 is the modified Hankel function). The coefficients gl satisfy a
"bootstrap" recursion relation [3] which can
asymptotically be solved to yield
r(M) = const.M - 3

exp(M/kTo).

(3)

Applied to hadron-hadron collisions, this result predicts
the asymptotic inclusive transverse m o m e n t u m spectrum

do/dp2 ~

exp(-

~kTo)

.

(4)

If we takethe observed ISR behaviour to be fully
asymptotic, the 90 ° data [6] fix kT o = 160 MeV. If,
on the other hand, proton-proton collisions at ISR
energies lead to the formation of clusters with not
quite asymptotic masses [e.g. 8] MF, then we must
perform the (non.asymptotic) calculation, eq. (1),
with M = M F to determine the transverse spectrum.
This results in a somewhat higher ultimate temperature To; e.g. w i t h M F = 2 GeV at ISR energies [8],
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Table 1

~Tr

k T o = 160MeV

k T o = 193 MeV
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2.42-E

2.11 .E
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2w d3o

E 2 do'
Otot d x [ G e V 2

]

[ /

k T ° = 160 MeV

22.87 E exp (-6.25 w) 12.43 E exp(-5.18co)

Oto t dap

E and c~ inserted in GeV.

we obtain k T o = 193 MeV. It is, however, evident that
this uncertainty in hadronic processes allows only a
very restricted variation o f T o; essentially we have
160 ~< k T ° <~ 200 MeV

(5)

as possible range o f the ultimate temperature.
So far we have considered the case with only one
type o f secondary. If v different secondaries are
present the corresponding SBM contains v - 1 parameters which determine the relative particle yields. In
the numerical calculations, we have used the corresponding 90 ° ISR ratio
/V~÷:/VK* = 100 : 7 .
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(6)

Should considerable deviations from this value occur
in e+e - annihilation, the calculation must be repeated
with suitably modified parameters.
With this, the model is completely determined and
can now be applied to e+e - annihilation, where - as
is the fundamental feature o f all statistical descriptions
- it can predict all relative quantities (normalized
spectra, multiplicities, average energies, etc.). The
absolute value of the total cross section is in principle
not predictable by such models.
The essential a s y m p t o t i c results of'the e+e - SBM
are summarized in table 1, where we give the average
energy per pion ff~Tr,pion multiplicity ~ 7 , and the
normalized invariant spectrum ( 2 c o / O t o t ) ( d 3 o / d 3 p )
as a function o f the incoming energy E for k T o =
160 MeV and 193 MeV for eye - ~ pions.
In order to display scaling properties of the
process, it is convenient to write the inclusive
spectrum in terms of the scaling variable x = 2 w / E .
For asymptotic values o f E, SBM predicts

E2

do

kT o = 193 MeV

1000

500
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Fig. 1. (a) Asymptotic predictions for (E2/otot) (do/dx)
(e+e--~ pions (eq. (7)) at k T o = 160 MeV for E = 2, 3.8
and 4.8 GeV. (b) Same as in (a) with k T o = 193 MeV.
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x exp(- 2-kT-~"

The resulting curves for various energies and their
dependence on TO are shown in fig. 1. As is evident
the model predicts strong violation of scaling, which
appears most strikingly near x = 0, but is masked at
larger x by a cross-over phenomenon. Such a behaviour
of course strongly contradicts the picture obtained
by parton considerations.
In fig. 2 we show the corresponding curves using
the full non-asymptotic level density [3] (eq. (1) with
pions and kaons as secondaries). This confirms the
picture previously obtained with the asymptotic
formula. The difference between figs. l(b) and 2 is
mainly due to the presence of the kaons in the calculation for -fig. 2.
As a consequence of the form of the asymptotic
spectrum predicted by the SBM, it is strongly
suggested to present experimental data in the form
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Fig. 3
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Fig. 3. lnvariant spectrum G(to) (eq. (8)) at k T o = 193 MeV
for E = 3 GeV (
), 3.8 GeV) ( - - ) and 4.8 GeV ( . . . . ).
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Fig. 2. Non-asymptotic predictions for the pion spectrum
(E2/atot) (da/dx) (e+e --+ pions+ kaons) at k T o = 193 MeV
for E = 3, 3.8 and 4.8 GeV.

since in this representation all dependence on the
incident energy should practically be removed, i.e.
the SBM predicts G(co) to be a universal function
of the secondary energy co for large E, as is demonstrated in fig. 3.
Since these features, as was repeatedly emphasized,
provide a critical test of the SBM for e+e - annihilation, it will be extremely interesting to see whether
the first positive indications for such behaviour [9]
indeed persist in the future. If this should be the case,
the concept of a: fireball in the statistical bootstrap
sense would for the first time receive direct empirical
support.
We thank B. Nienhaber for his valuable help with
the computer.
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